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REVIEW

The familial

nature

of rheumatoid arthritis

C M Deighton, D J Walker

Considerable emphasis is currently being placed
on the immunogenetics of rheumatoid arthritis
(RA). The observation that inherited factors are
important in RA is by no means new, however.
As far back as 1806 William Heberden in
discussing 'chronical rheumatism' asked, 'Is
this not in some degree hereditary?'.' The first
published attempt to answer this question was
by Kroner in 1928,' who reported RA in four
generations of women in one family. Like
Kroner, all rheumatologists can quote families
with a marked occurrence of RA. Yet a 1984
study concluded that 'familial aggregation of
rheumatoid arthritis is weak'.2 How can these
apparently contradictory observations be
explained? How large is the genetic contribution
to RA? What are the inherited susceptibility
factors in RA? Why does RA seem to congregate in some families and not in others?
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Problems in interpreting RA family studies
Rheumatoid arthritis family studies fall into two
categories. The first are those studies that
deliberately seek out multicase families. The
main purpose of these studies is to determine
whether genetic markers cosegregate with the
presence of the disease, thus suggesting genetic
linkage. The second are studies which attempt
to establish the extent of the familial nature by
avoiding any bias towards multicase families, so
that, for example, disease concordance rates
might be estimated in the families of all patients
attending a rheumatology clinic, or in a defined
community. Both types of study are essential to
the understanding of the familial nature of RA.
Some ground rules for interpreting any RA
family study must be made in order to be able to
compare and collate the data. This is particularly
important in those studies estimating the extent
of the familial nature of RA. Firstly, what is the
method of ascertainment of the probands with
RA in the study? Initial studies of families for
any new genetic marker of a disease will usually
be performed on hospital based populations for
convenience. Caution is needed when interpreting disease concordance rates, however, as the
source of ascertainment influences the estimates.
Hospital based monozygotic twin concordance
rates and sibling recurrence risks are both
higher than those in community studies. 3Two
major biases may account for this: concordant
families attending hospitals increase their
chances of ascertainment by a multiple of the
number of affected subjects, and hospital
patients may have more severe (and therefore
more familial') disease.

Secondly, how does the study define RA? Up
to 1%9 familial aggregation studies were based
on the unsteady foundation of 'clinical' diagnostic criteria-that is, one researcher's opinion
based on textbook descriptions ofthe disease. 5
Little wonder therefore that these studies
produced a range of RA prevalence ratios
(comparing disease in first degree relatives with
that in controls) of 0 9 to 15-2.8 15 The introduction of the American Rheumatism Association (ARA) criteria'6 strengthened the epidemiological base, but introduced new problems.
Does the study include classical, definite, and
probable disease? Or does it adopt a more black
and white approach (as advocated by the updated
ARA criteria'7) at the risk of losing an indication of the heterogeneity of the disease? Does
it consider seropositive or seronegative disease,
or both, and radiologically erosive or nonerosive disease, or both? There is evidence that
concordance rates are higher if the former
categories are chosen in each case.'
Thirdly, how does the study consider the
increase in RA prevalence over time-that is,
some healthy subjects may go on to develop RA
in the future. Although there is currently no
way of identifying these subjects, simple information can provide an estimate of the size of the
problem. For example, it would not be surprising to see significantly higher disease prevalence
in the 80 than 20 year old relatives of affected
subjects. Does the study give information on
the age of the probands and their disease
duration and if necessary attempt to control for
these variables? A further reported problem is
how to classify those subjects with a selflimiting form of RA,18 or 'previous' RA.'9 Does
the study identify these patients and what does
it do with them?
As long as the label of 'RA' covers a markedly
heterogeneous condition the best studies will
break down familial aggregation data by method
of ascertainment, diagnostic criteria, serology,
radiology, and will consider the possible affects
of time and disease severity on concordance
rates. When all this information is provided,
studies can be compared with confidence, and
used to provide information on the influence of
inherited factors on the presence and expression
of RA.
How great is the genetic contribution to RA?
In considering the genetic contribution to any
disease a useful starting point is the disease
concordance rate in monozygotic twins. Early
twin studies, which did not define cases
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reliably,20 produced variable results, with a IDDM might cluster in some families, draw
pooled average of 32%.1 The most recent analogies with the RA data, and consider some
hospital based study was the ARC twin study of the unanswered questions.
reported in 1970.1 Thirty eight monozygotic
There are strong associations between HLAtwin pairs were examined, radiographed, and DR3, DR4 and IDDM, so that 95% of patients
had rheumatoid factor titre assayed. Thirty per are DR3 or DR4 positive, or both.3' DR2 is
cent of seropositive erosive probands with RA negatively associated.32 HLA haplotype sharing
had concordant twins. This figure is in contrast of two, one, and no haplotypes would be
with a population survey in Finland, in which a expected to be 25%, 50%, and 25% respectively
national twin register was linked with a national in dually affected sib pairs if there was no
sickness insurance register to produce a paired linkage between HLA and IDDM susceptibility
concordance percentage of just 12-3%.3
genes. The observed distribution is significantly
The discrepancy between the concordance different at 53-6%, 39-1%, and 7-3% respecrates in these studies is not as great as it initially tively,27 suggesting that IDDM susceptibility
seems, as there are obvious differences between genes are either very close to, or actually in, the
them. Firstly, the difference in ascertainment HLA region. The sibling recurrence risk of
method, in that community based RA seems to IDDM is about 6%, but siblings HLA-identical
be less fmilial than hospital ascertained RA.2' with the proband have a calculated and observed
Secondly, record linkage to establish diagnosis risk of 12-90/o, hemi-identical sibs 4-7%, and
in the Finnish study was less reliable than non-identical sibs 1-8%.27 The greatest risk of
patient investigation and examination. Most 19-2% is in sibs sharing two haplotypes with a
importantly, however, the figure of 300o from DR3/4 proband.27 Parental origin of the HLA
the ARC twin study only included seropositive haplotype is important in that there is a six
erosive disease, whereas the population survey times greater risk to children of an affected
included seropositive and seronegative pro- father than mother, even more marked with an
bands in the 12-3%. If the seronegative twins in inherited DR4 haplotype.3' The modes of
the ARC study are included the concordance inheritance are thought to be dominant-like in
rate drops to 15'8%, a figure much more DR4 haplotypes in the absence of DR3, recescomparable with the population data. Therefore sive-like in DR3 haplotypes in the absence of
monozygotic concordance rates for RA are not DR4, and a synergistic effect is thought to occur
high. By comparison, the figure for insulin in the presence of both.27
dependent diabetes mellitus (IDDM) is 36%.22
The major histocompatibility complex
Given that monozygotic twins are more likely to (MHC) linked factor is more complex than a
share their environment and that this may one locus, multiple allele model, however. Nonartificially raise concordance rates, it seems that DR HLA genes are also important-most
the genetic contribution to RA is low.
notably, the presence of aspartate at position 57
In agreement with this, the most valid studies of the first hypervariable region of the DQ
on familial aggregation only show a small , chain protects from development of the
increase in risk to first degree relatives.'5 23-25 disease.28 There is evidence that it is the DQ
The most recent population study estimates a subregion that is the main determinant of
typical prevalence ratio of 17 (95% confidence disease susceptibility, and that the positive
limits 10 to 2-9) for first degree relatives associations between DR alleles and IDDM are
compared with controls.2 In other words, if RA due to linkage disequilibrium between DR and
affects 1'5% of a population, and 100 patients DQ.28 Examination of extended haplotypes
with RA were ascertained from this population, discloses a possible role of class I alleles, so that
only two or three patients would be expected to HLA-B8 and B18, DR3, DQw2 haplotypes are
have first degree relatives with RA (though this found to be more predisposing.28 It has been
figure may be higher in hospital based studies26). estimated that the HLA region accounts for
It also suggests that when two members of a 600/o of the genetic contribution to IDDM.33
family develop RA this may be because the Allotypes of non-HLA genes, such as Gm and
disease is common. This argument is un- insulin genes, are also associated with the
acceptable, however, in those rare families in disease.28
which healthy subjects are the exception and
For RA there are strong associations in white
not the rule.
patients with DR4 and to a lesser extent with
DRL.34 About 200/o of hospital based patients
with RA are DR4 and DRI negative, however,
What are the inherited susceptibility factors in so that the major DR associations as typed by
RA?
conventional methodology are weaker in RA
To understand why RA clusters in some families a than in IDDM. The subtypes, Dw4, 14, and 15
review of the recent advances in immunogenetics of DR4 are positively and DR2 and DwlO
is necessary. More is understood of the negatively associated.35 HLA haplotype sharing
immunogenetics of IDDM than those of RA. of two, one, and no haplotypes deviates signifiThis is probably because IDDM is more familial cantly from the expected values, though not as
than RA, the disease starts earlier in life,2" and markedly as for IDDM (38-6%, 46-6%, and
it is more likely to come to hospital attention 14-7% respectively).2' The sibling recurrence
because the consequences of non-treatment are risk of RA is 4 9% in hospital based studies,2'
life threatening. As both diseases are thought to and when these data are used HLA-identical
be T cell dependent autoimmune diseases,28 29 siblings have a calculated risk of 7T6%, hemiand they may occur together in the same identical sibs 2 -1%, and non-identical sibs 2-9%
families,30 it is informative to consider why (method described in ref 27). Our own recently
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completed study found a similar distribution of
concordance factors in same-sexed sibships of
15-5%, 7-1%, and 5-2% respectively-that is,
much higher concordance rates in HLA-identical siblings than in hemi-identical and nonidentical siblings (Deighton C M et al, unpublished data). The relative risks of developing RA by possession of different DR haplotypes
are not available, though there is a higher
prevalence of familial disease in DR4 probands.36 7 Multicase sibships of DR4 homozygous probands have a higher concordance rate
than DR4 heterozygous probands, who in turn
have a higher rate than DR4 negative probands
(Deighton C M, data in preparation). There is
no information on whether parental origin of
the HLA haplotype influences the presence of
RA, though parental RA status does not seem to
explain the genetic susceptibility to RA."
The mode of inheritance of DR linked
susceptibility is not as well reported as for
IDDM. One study suggested dominant inheritance with low penetrance in most families, but
recessive in a minority.39 A further study
showed that affected offspring of DR4 heterozygotes were more likely to inherit HLA-DR4
than the non-affected offspring.38 Another
study suggested dominant inheritance in DR4
families, with lower concordance rates for RA in
DR4 negative pedigrees, but a higher prevalence
of thyroid abnormalities. This study suggested
that susceptibilty to RA in DR4 negative
families with thyroid abnormality is non-HLA
linked.' The calculated sibling recurrence risks,
with much higher rates in siblings sharing two
than in those sharing one or no HLA haplotypes,
suggest that both inherited haplotypes are
important in the disease, which is more in
keeping with a recessive mode of inheritance.
Could it be that DR4 and non-DR4 linked
susceptibility genes are inherited in a dominant
and recessive-like fashion respectively?
Recent work states that the DQ locus is
important in susceptibility to RA, in that DR4
DQw7 extended haplotypes are associated with
the disease. Unlike IDDM, however, the DQ
association seems to be secondary to DR.35
Associations with class III MHC genes and nonHLA genes, such as IgG heavy chain (Gm) and
a, antiprotease (PI), are weak and inconsistent,41-43 which is disappointing as it has been
estimated that the HLA region only accounts
for 37% of the genetic contribution to RA.21
Therefore there seems to be plenty of room in
the human genome for other susceptibility
genes, but what are the likely candidates? T cell
antigen receptors have crucial importance in

terms of T cell activation in the immune
response, but work in this area is at an early
stage.44 Of interest recently has been the sug-

gestion that the light chain immunoglobulin

x

genotype confers risk of RA among HLA-DR4
negative subjects.45 What is the mode of inheritance and mechanism of influence of the non-

HLA genes?
Not only is HLA important in the presence of
both RA and IDDM, it also influences disease
expression. The same can also be said of the
other important inherited factor in RA, which is
female sex. In Bf-Fl (a class III MHC marker)

positive, and HLA-DR3 positive DR4 negative
subjects with IDDM, disease onset is more
insidious.32 In RA the prevalence of DR4 is
much higher in severe extra-articular forms of
the disease such as Felty's syndrome and RA
with vasculitis.' Milder forms of RA as seen in
the community may not be associated with
DR4.47 There is increasing evidence that DQw7
is a marker of severe RA and Felty's syndrome,48 49 and it has been postulated that
aspartate at position 57 of the DQ ,B1 chain may
predispose to severe RA (contrasting with the
protection conferred in IDDM), though this
requires confirmation.34 50 What is the mechanism for the marked heterogeneity of RA expression according to DR type? In extended
haplotypes how do DQ alleles modify the
presence and expression of RA? How do individual genes within the MHC interact to confer
susceptibility?
Although there is no sex association with
IDDM, female sex must be included in any
model explaining the cause of RA. The consistent prevalence ratio of women to men of 3:11
still requires explanation. Recently, we have
shown that controlling for sex and HLA
accounts for two thirds of the inherited risk in
seropositive RA (Deighton C M et al, unpublished data), which is roughly equivalent to
the estimated contribution of HLA to IDDM.
Sexalmost certainly influences disease expression
in RA. There is evidence that disability may be
greater in women with RA than in men,5' and
that secondary Sjogren's syndrome is more
common than in men.52 Conversely, men may
be more prone to nodules53 and vasculitis.54 Is
the influence of sex largely genetic, so that for
example recessive alleles on the X chromosome
might be important? Or is it predominantly sex
differences in gene expression, immune
response, or exposure to environmental agents?
Although familial and sporadic RA do not
seem to be clinically or immunologically different diseases,36 37 further work is needed to
confirm this so that genetic data from multicase
families can confidently be extrapolated to
sporadic disease. Some studies have suggested
that familial RA is more severe than sporadic
RA,' probably because HLA-DR4 predisposes
primarily to the presence and severity of the
disease, and secondarily to a familial propensity.

Summary: Why does RA congregate in some
families?

To recap, recent RA familial aggregation and
monozygotic twin studies, in which care has
been given to disease definition, description,
and method of ascertainment, have concluded
that first degree relatives of probands with RA
have no more than a slightly increased risk of
developing the disease and that the genetic
contribution to RA is not great. Perhaps 2 to 3%
of probands with RA in the population have
first degree relatives with RA, however, and in a
small number of these families many subjects
will be affected. To consider why RA clusters in
these rare families the immunogenetics of
IDDM have been compared with those of RA.
The available data suggest that RA multicase
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families are likely to be DR4 positive, to have a
high proportion of siblings sharing both inherited
HLA haplotypes with the proband, or to be
those in which the HLA linked susceptibility
gene seems to be dominantly inherited. In
addition, women are likely to outnumber men
in these families.
Information on the following is needed,
however, to place the understanding of the
familial nature of RA on a similar footing to that
of IDDM: (a) the relative risk of possession of
different combinations of DR alleles; (b) the
mode of inheritance of non-DR4 DR susceptibility genes; (c) the importance of extended
HLA haplotypes, such as the DQ alleles; (d) the
role of female sex as a potential inherited
susceptibility factor; and (e) the place of nonHLA genes, which must be important in RA.
When these gaps are filled we will be in a
better position to identify those families that are
particularly prone to RA, to understand why
they develop it, and, armed with that knowledge,
hopefully have a better chance in preventing it.
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